Home Slippers
These felt slippers are so cute that you will never want to take them off!
They can be made to fit any feet size - simply cut out the front section of the slipper
sole and draw around the back of your own foot to make the correct size.

Skill level:
Expert

Time:
30 to 35 Min.

You Will Need
n Templates of slipper top, flowers, small circle

and slipper bottom
n

Thick craft felt, 40 x 12 inches (101.6 x 30.4 cm)

n Scrap of Grey colour felt fabric 5 x 5 inches

(12.7 x 12.7 cm)
n Buttons for the eyes 4 pieces
n Ribbon 14 inches (35.5 cm) long and ¼ inch wide
n Fabric pencil, glue & Pins
n Sewing thread & Sewing machine
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STEP 1:

Pin and cut the slipper
top and flower template
on the white colour felt
fabric. Repeat to have two
pieces of slipper tops and
4 pieces of flowers, one
pair for each feet.

Slipper Top Template

Flower
Template

Paper

STEP 2:

Put the paper & the slipper
bottom template on the
floor and draw (slightly
outwards) around your foot
to make a new template,
name it as sole template.
Slipper Bottom

4 pieces
of felt
fabric

STEP 3:

2 pieces
of batting
material

Pin the sole template over the cream coloured felt fabric and cut 4 pieces. Similarly cuts 2 pieces of *batting material.
Batting* is a soft layer of material.
It is used for stuffing or padding.

STEP 4:

Now, sandwich the batting
between the 2 pieces
of cream coloured felt
fabric and pin to secure
the position. Repeat for
the other foot.
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STEP 5:

Using the circle
template pin and cut
the four circular
shapes on grey colour
felt fabric.

STEP 6:

To make the eyes, glue circle over
the flower. Let it dry for a few
minutes. Repeat for the other pair.

STEP 7:

Now hand sew both the
eye buttons on slipper top
as shown.

STEP 8:

Cut the ribbon with pinking scissors into
two pieces, each 3 ½ inches (8.8 cm)
long. As shown make a crisscross and
glue or hand stitch a button on the
center to make the nose. Repeat on, the
other piece.
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STEP 9:

Pin the bottom
sole and slipper tops so
that they fit the edges of
bottom sole.

STEP 10:

Set the machine for *basting and
stitch in shape as shown.
*Basting: In sewing, to tack or
baste is to make quick, temporary
stitches intended to be removed
later. It refers to temporary
sewing with long stitches. And is
used to fix the position of fabrics
together for temporary alignment.

STEP 11:

Sew an edge stitch (it
is marked as E on your
machine) stitch slowly
around the curve being
careful not to let the
machine needle run off
the felt.

A Fun, FUNKY Slippers are ready!!
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Template - Home Slipper
All the templates provided here are full size. Full size templates can be photocopied or
traced as they are.

Slipper Bottom
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Slipper Top

Circle

F lower
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